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Description / Exemplifi cation
 
This assignment enables you to practice developing metaphoric connections and 

creative phrases. Read the essay “Amazon Queen” by Isabel Allende for inspiration.

Remember how E. B. White describes the thunderstorm in “Once More to the Lake.”

OBJECTIVES

1.  Write down your favorite song title / artist. Describe the music using a listing technique.  

2. Next, describe the music selection played in class. What metaphoric connections 

  can you build regarding the various rhythm and instruments?  (10 points)

3. Compose a description/exemplifi cation essay describing the supplied jazz selection. 

  Use evidence from the supplied essay to show a secondary opinion. Incorporate proper 

  signal phrases when quoting selections from the article. Length: 2 full pages. (10 points)

4. Follow standard MLA guidelines (15 points total): 

  • heading/header     • margins     • Format ¶s/indent     • double space     • fonts

5.  Create an interesting, intricate, descriptive introduction which clearly shows 

  the focus of your essay and leads the reader into subsequent paragraphs. (10 points)

6. Be sure each new paragraph includes a strong transitional phrase. Include strong topic 

  sentences and secondary evidence. Paragraphs are fully developed with clear purpose.

  Use fi ve or more sentences per paragraph. (25 points)

7.  Limit the use of the fi rst personal “I” voice. Do not open essay with the “I” pronoun. 

  Do not center the paper’s energy on yourself as the central fi gure. (5 points)

8. Punctuation is used correctly. Sentence structures are correct. (10 points) 

9.  Spelling is correct; no evidence of typos. (2 pts. per word, up to 10 points) 

10. Exercises are due 10.01. uploaded into Angel. (5 points)

  Total points: 100

  This is a chance to be creative and innovative. 
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 In Manhattan the word went out among the live-wire jive set: hear Brubeck. At 31, Dave 

Brubeck of lone, Calif, is best known on the West Coast, but his piano playing has begun to get 

around. To his admirers, it is not only a brand-new style, it is the handsomest stuff since the birth 

of bop. In one of Manhattan’s basement jazz dens last week, Brubeck and his quartet gave the East 

an earful.

 The little band plays in quiet tones. Picking out a popular tune like All the Things You Are, 

Pianist Brubeck and Saxophonist Paul Desmond toss the theme back & forth for a while. Then, 

before long, the tune disappears and in its place, stream-of-consciousness style, come whimsical 

variations hinting at everything from Stravinsky to Gershwin to Bach. When he comes to his solo 

part, Brubeck picks a random theme and toys with it, refl ectively trying it fi rst on the white keys, 

then on the black, allowing traces of Mozart or John Philip Sousa to creep in. Then his eyes close, 

his head weaves, and the music settles into a fi rm idea and starts prancing up the keyboard.

Brubeck harmonies become more & more complicated, build up to a pulsing climax, then, rather 

unbelievably, push on past it. At the fi nal peak Brubeck is often playing in two keys at once before 

he fi nally wrings his idea dry and the music subsides. When it is over, the jive fans look at each 

other in something like a daze before they burst into applause.

 Dave Brubeck plays in a kind of daze of his own: he can never remember exactly what he 

did during his fi nest solos (“When I’m playing my best I never know my fi ngers are there”). But as 

a man who is conscious of his subconscious, he has decided that his best fl ights of fancy occur only 

when he can “get through” to it.

 He started creating music and playing the piano at home in Concord, Calif, when he was 

four. Later he studied at Mills College in Oakland with Composer Darius Milhaud (who remembers 

him affectionately as a “good composer”), and worked at “counterpoint until it ran out of my ears.” 

When listeners notice his Bach-like counterpoint and his big, polytonal chords, he says, “When I 

play jazz I am infl uenced by classical music. And when I compose I am infl uenced by jazz.”

Like many a post-bop jazzman, Brubeck has no name for his style of playing. He just calls it “mu-

sic.”
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